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This paper examines the function of a syntactic constraint in real-time sentence processing and the reanalysis costs in Japanese sentences including complex NP structures or homonyms with the special concern to individual differences of verbal working memory constraints. Two self-paced reading experiments were carried out. Their results indicate that a syntactic constraint requiring adequate dependency relations between a predicate and its argument(s) is operating in real time, and that a reanalysis associated with a greater structural change is more costly. Our results also reveal that individuals who get high scores in the Japanese Reading Span Test interpret sentences with costly reanalyses more accurately but spend longer time than those with low scores. Some theoretical implications of our results to parsing principles and working memory models are discussed. We also touch on the functional significance of the limitation of working memory.
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A reanalysis can cause difficulty in human sentence processing. Sentences with severe processing difficulty putatively caused by reanalysis are garden path (GP) sentences as in (1).

(1) a. The horse raced past the barn fell. (Bever, 1970)

b. Yoko-ga kodomo-o koosaten-de mikaketa
   name-NOM child-ACC saw
takusii-ni noseta.
   taxi-DAT put on

‘Yoko made the child ride the taxi she saw at the intersection.’ (Mazuka & Itoh, 1995)

It is not the case, however, that every reanalysis is associated with GP effect. Many researchers have discussed the structural properties to distinguish reanalyses that cause GP effect from those that do not. In most of these discussions, the judgment of GP effect is binary, but recent researches have revealed that GP effect is graded (Fodor & Ferreira, 1998). The cost of a reanalysis thus should be quantitatively specified to construct a cognitively more plausible model of human sentence processing. The first objective of this paper is to experimentally express the exact degree of processing difficulty caused by a reanalysis in Japanese sentences.

Syntactic knowledge is generally assumed to be homogeneous among native speakers. The basic presupposition of syntactic research is that all native speakers coincide in the grammatical judgment of a given string. It is often the case, however, that researchers disagree on this judgment. Individual differences in real-time language use are further noticeable. In the tradition of syntactic theory, these individual differences are regarded as noise irrelevant to the structure of knowledge of language. To construct a syntactic theory valid in real-time sentence processing, however, these differences are desirable to be systematically explained. As the second objective of this paper, we try to attribute the individual differences in sentence processing to verbal working memory constraints. Experiment 1 discusses the reanalysis in complex NP structures, and Experiment 2 that in homonyms.

Experiment 1

Method

Participants. Eighty-eight students of Shigakukan University participated in the study for payment. They were native speakers of Japanese. They took part in the Japanese Reading Span Test (Osaka, 1998). In this test, the participants read a set of unrelated sentences aloud on a computer screen without pausing between sentences. At the end of a set, they were asked to recall all target words underlined in red in the sentences in the set. They were instructed not to offer first the target word in the last sentence of a set. The participants were initially given five sets with two sentences per set. If they correctly recalled the two target words for at least one of the five sets, they were presented with five three-sentence sets, followed by five four- and five five-sentence sets. The test was discontinued at a set of given size when a participant failed to correctly recall the target words for all the sets. A weighted items span (WIS) was calculated...
for each participant to quantitatively estimate the individual difference of verbal working memory constraints (Rosen & Engle, 1998; May, Hasher, & Kane, 1999; Chiappe, Hasher, & Siegel, 2000). The WIS can range from 0 to 70. The mean WIS of the participants was 12.12 (SD=7.38). The participants who scored over/under the mean with more than a half of SD were grouped as High Span Group (HSG, seventeen participants) and Low Span Group (LSG, twenty-eight) respectively. The residual forty-three are Medium Span Group (MSG).

**Stimuli.** Three types of Japanese sentences with complex NP structure were examined as control and experimental sentences.

(2) a. Control sentence (Control)

\[ \text{P(phrase)}1 \quad \text{P2} \quad \text{P3} \]

Taro-ga shoogakusei-o iijimeta

name_m-NOM primary school child-ACC bullied

P4 \quad P5 \quad P6

jijitsu-ni sobo-ga rippukushita .

fact-DAT grandmother-NOM got angry

‘My grandmother got angry at the fact that Taro had bullied a primary school child.’

b. Early boundary sentence (EB)

\[ \text{P1} \quad \text{P2} \quad \text{P3} \quad \text{P4} \]

Hanako-ga saihu-o otoshita koohai-ni

name_f-NOM wallet-ACC lost junior-DAT

P5 \quad P6 \quad P7

okane-o kashita .

money-ACC lent

‘Hanako lent some money to her junior who had lost his/her wallet.’

c. Late boundary sentence (LB)

\[ \text{P1} \quad \text{P2} \quad \text{P3} \quad \text{P4} \]

Taro-ga terebi-o shuurishita jitensha-ni

name_f-NOM the TV-ACC repaired bicycle-DAT

P5 \quad P6 \quad P7

shizukani noseta .

softly loaded

‘Taro loaded the TV softly on the bicycle he had repaired.’

A sentence of each type was spaced out into six phrases and an end-point (*maru*). All P1s are NPs with their heads as common Japanese first or family names nominatively marked by *ga*. All P2s are NPs accusatively marked by *o*. All P3s are verbs in past tense that can select the P1s and P2s as their subjects and objects respectively. All P4s are NPs dativevally marked by *ni*. P4s in EB have human nouns as their heads. The head nouns of P4s in LB are inanimate. In Control, P1, P2 and P3 construct a complement clause for the noun in P4. P2 and P3 in EB and P3 in LB construct a relative clause with its head as the noun in P4. P5s in Control are *ga*-marked human NPs, which are matrix subjects. P5s in EB are *o*-marked NPs, which are the accusative objects of the main verbs. In LB P5s are adverbial phrases modifying the main verbs. All P6s are main verbs in past tense. All words were chosen from a standard Japanese dictionary for primary school children, and their frequencies were controlled for phrase positions by Asahi Newspaper Digital Archives. The stimulus sentences were written in the standard Japanese orthography, namely, Chinese characters and two syllabaries (*hiragana* and *katakana*). Thirty sentences with ten for each type were included in the main session. The other thirty were included in the main session as fillers. Ten of them were simple sentences, and the other twenty were complex sentences without complex NP structure.

**Procedure.** The experiment was conducted on a Power Macintosh 7300 running SuperLab (Cedrus Corporation) with a Response Box RB-400 (Cedrus Corporation). Sentences were presented on a computer screen by a phrase-by-phrase, self-paced, non-cumulative reading paradigm. The presentation point was fixed to be vertically centered and horizontally leftmost on the screen. Each trial began with a prompt to indicate the beginning of a sentence. After the end point of a sentence, a Yes/No question examining the comprehension of the thematic relation in the sentence was presented. The participants were instructed to respond to a question by pressing one of the two buttons (Yes or No). The question for (2b), for example, is “The person who lost the wallet is the junior. Yes or No?” (the correct answer in this case is “Yes”). The questions are designed to choose one of the two relevant alternatives, namely in this case, *Hanako* and *koohai* (junior). Two kinds of audio responses corresponding to the answers (correct or incorrect) were given to the participants as feedback. The order of presentation of the stimulus sentences was randomized for each participant. The practice session included four trials. The experiment took participants approximately twenty minutes.

**Predictions.**

Dependency relations between lexical items in a Japanese sentence cannot be determined before the end of the sentence because of its head-final nature. It is widely accepted, however, that human sentence processing is incremental, and it is costly to retain input items unstructured. It is reasonable to assume, therefore, that a clausal structure is constructed at the input of P3 with its predicate as P3 and its subject and object as P1 and P2 respectively. When a complex NP structure is recognized at P4, the clausal structure from P1 to P3 is maintained in Control while the subject of P3 must be reanalyzed from P1 to P4 in EB. Also in LB, P4 turns out to be

---

1 Gunji (1987) analyses phrases marked by case particles like P1, P2 and P4 as postpositional phrases with their heads as postpositions (case particles). Our analysis does not depend on a specific syntactic analysis as far as P1 and P2 are guaranteed to be possible arguments of P3.

2 *Hiragana* is one of the two syllabaries in Japanese. The other is *katakana*, which is usually used for foreign words.

3 For the details of the experimental sentences, consult Appendix A.
the accusative object of P3, and P2 must be reanalyzed to be a non-clause mate of P3. This reanalysis of P2 necessitates another reanalysis of P1. Mazuka and Itoh (1995) pointed out that a reanalysis had a psychologically measurable cost and multiple reanalyses could be increasingly costly. The reanalysis of P1 and P2 (subject and object) in LB is thus predicted to be more costly than that of P1 (subject) in EB. Here we should note the experimental findings of Hirose and Inoue (1998) that the thematic ambiguity of the head noun in Japanese relative clause structure aggravated the processing difficulty associated with subject (and object) reanalysis. We thus semantically and pragmatically controlled EB so that P4 might not be interpreted as the dative object of P3 at P4: In (2b), for example, ‘*Hanako lost her wallet for her junior.’ In the same way, LB was controlled so that the instrumental interpretations of P4 might not be possible: In (2c), for example, ‘*Taro repaired the TV by a bicycle.’ Since a reanalysis is predicted at P4 in EB and LB and the reanalysis in the latter will be more costly, the reading times (RTs) at P4 and the error rates in comprehension questions should be graded as follows:

3 Prediction 1: Reanalysis cost
RT at P4 and error rate in comprehension question:
Control < EB < LB

The Reading Span Test is closely related with language comprehension ability. King and Just (1991) reported that in their RT experiment for sentences involving costly object relative clauses as in (4a) and those with less costly subject relatives as in (4b), readers who got high scores in the English Reading Span Test by Daneman and Carpenter (1980) (high-span readers) had better comprehension rates than those with low scores (low-span readers), especially for object relatives. Further, the mean RT of high-span readers at admitted in (4a) was significantly shorter than that of low-span readers.

4 a. Object relative
The reporter that the senator attacked admitted the error publicly after the hearing.

b. Subject relative
The reporter that attacked the senator admitted the error publicly after the hearing.

They claim that the poor performance of low-span readers, especially on the more computationally demanding object relatives, is due to their lack of working memory capacity. A high score in the Reading Span Test is generally understood as a manifestation of language processing efficiency. Miyake, Just, and Carpenter (1994) reported that lexical ambiguity as in boxer in (5) affected the processing of low-span readers more deeply than that of high-span readers. That is, low-span readers spent relatively longer time than M/LSG from the processing point of pet store to the final word, and their comprehension accuracy was worse than the other two groups.

5 Since Ken really liked the boxer, he took a bus to the nearest pet store to buy the animal.

They claim that high-span readers can simultaneously maintain the subordinate interpretation of boxer (a short-haired dog) in addition to the dominant (a pugilist) while low-span readers retain only the dominant because of the lack of working memory capacity. Therefore, when the subordinate interpretation is required at pet store (and later), this interpretation is not easily available for low-span readers. This is assumed to be the reason for the response pattern. (e.g., Daneman and Carpenter (1980), Masson and Miller (1983) and Miyake et al. (1994) for English, and Osaka and Osaka (1994) for Japanese)

One of the most frequently discussed situations where processing cost is noticeable is reanalysis. MacDonald, Just, and Carpenter (1992) reported that their high-span readers understood the English GP sentence in (6) more correctly than low-span readers.

(6) The experienced soldiers warned about the dangers conducted the midnight raid.

They claim that high-span readers with sufficient working memory capacity can retain two representations corresponding to two possible interpretations of ambiguous word warned simultaneously for a longer time than low-span readers. Therefore, when warned is disambiguated as a past participle at the end of the sentence, its representation is available for high-span readers. They claim this is the reason for the more correct interpretation of garden path sentence by high-span readers.

If our HSG have greater abilities than M/LSG for costly processing, error rates in comprehension questions for EB and LB will be lower for HSG than for M/LSG, and the RTs at P4 for these two types of sentences will be shorter for HSG than for M/LSG.

7 Prediction 2: Effect of verbal working memory constraints
RT at P4 and error rate in comprehension question:
HSG < MSG < LSG

Results

The mean error rates in comprehension questions for the three sentence types and WIS groups are given in Fig. 1. In 2-factor ANOVA for the error rates with sentence type and WIS group as independent variables, the main effect of sentence type was significant \( F(1, 210) = 309.24, MSe = .012, p < .0001; F(2, 81) = 85.44, MSe = .017, p < .0001 \). The main effect of WIS group was significant in the subject analysis and marginally significant in the item analysis \( F(1, 2.85) = 7.15, MSe = .013, p = .001; F(2, 81) = 2.51, p = .088 \). The interaction of sentence type × WIS group was significant in the subject analysis \( F(4, 170) = 2.93, p = .022; F(2, 11) < 1 \). The differences of mean error rates between Control and EB, between Control and LB and between EB and LB were significant according to the REGWQ test. The correlation between the participants’ WISs and their error rates were negatively significant in LB \( r(88) = -.337, p = .0012 \), and marginally significant in EB \( r(88) = -.182, p = .090 \).
The mean residual RTs of the eighty-eight participants for the three sentence types and WIS groups at seven phrase positions are represented in Fig. 2. These residual RTs were calculated by subtracting the participants’ predicted RTs for a phrase derived by their linear multiple regression equations with the number of characters and that of morae of the phrase as independent variables from the raw RTs (Mazuka, Itoh, & Kondo, 1997, 2002; Miyamoto, Gibson, Pearlmutter, Aikawa, & Miyagawa, 1999). An end point was counted as a phrase (P7) with one character and two morae. A 3-factor ANOVA for the residual RTs with sentence type, WIS group and phrase position as independent variables was carried out. The main effects of sentence type and of phrase position were significant [sentence type: $F_1(2, 170) = 57.58, MSe = 72109, p < .0001; F_2(2, 567) = 95.87, MSe = 17004, p < .0001, and phrase position: $F_1(6, 510) = 30.71, MSe = 88238, p < .0001; F_2(6, 567) = 62.57, p < .0001]. The interaction of sentence type × phrase position was significant [$F_1(12, 1020) = 26.06, MSe = 27869, p < .0001; F_2(12, 567) = 16.77, p < .0001$. The interaction of phrase position × WIS group was marginally significant in the subject analysis and significant in the item analysis [$F_1(12, 510) = 1.68, MSe = 88238, p = .068; F_2(12, 567) = 3.27, p < .0001]. The interaction of sentence type × phrase position × WIS group was significant in subject analysis [$F_1(24, 1020) = 1.61, MSe = 27869, p = .032; F_2 < 1$. In 2-factor ANOVAs for the residual RTs at seven phrase positions with sentence type and WIS group as independent variables, the main effect of sentence type was significant from P4 to P7 [P4: $F_1(2, 170) = 51.22, MSe = 91383, p < .0001; F_2(2, 81) = 55.95, MSe = 32847, p < .0001, P5: F_1(2, 170) = 42.56, MSe = 42110, p < .0001, F_2(2, 81) =$
Discussion

The mean error rates in questions for EB and LB were significantly greater than that of Control, and the rate for LB was significantly greater than for EB. The residual RTs for LB were significantly longer than those for EB from P4 to P7. These indicate that a reanalysis in EB was associated with a psychologically measurable cost and that a reanalysis in LB was more costly than in EB, as predicted.4

The mean error rates of HSG and of MSG were significantly lower than that of LSG, and for LB the mean rates of HSG and of MSG were significantly lower than that of LSG as predicted. Especially for LSG, we recognize no significant difference between their mean error rate for LB and chance level. This means that LB was unprocessable for LSG. Contrary to our prediction, however, in LB the mean residual RTs of HSG and of MSG at P4 were significantly longer than that of LSG, and that of HSG at P5 was significantly longer than those of MSG and LSG. This means that while HSG performed a more precise processing for a costly reanalysis in LB, they tended to spend longer time than (M/)LSG for its processing. In the Capacity Constrained Parsing Model advocated by MacDonald et al. (1992) and the Capacity Constrained Concurrent Activation-based Production System by Just, Carpenter, and Keller (1996) and Just and Varma (2002), working memory capacity is assumed to be shared by storage and processing. The assumption here is that much working memory capacity assures quick processing. Our HSG, however, spent a more time than LSG for the processing of P4 and P5 in LB. This suggests that the efficiency in language processing often emphasized for high-span readers does not necessarily mean rapidity in costly reanalyses.

Peculiarity of Japanese Local Ambiguity. We should note here that the property of local ambiguity in our experiment is different from that in MacDonald et al. (1992). That is, most of the local ambiguities in English associated with GP effect arise from lexical ambiguities, namely, the coincidence of a past tense and the corresponding past participle forms as in Bever’s (1a) (raced) and (6) (warned), the ambiguity of that between complementizer and relative pronoun as in (8a), and the ambiguity of the subcategorization frame of a verb as in (8b) (jog) and (8c) (warned).

(8) a. The doctor told the patient that he was having trouble with to leave.
  b. Since Jay always jog a mile seems like a short distance to him.
  c. I warned John would come soon.

On the other hand, the local ambiguity at P3 in our experimental stimuli is purely structural. It is possible, therefore, that the response pattern concerning WIS difference found in our experiment is exclusively due to the head-final nature of Japanese. We thus examine reanalysis costs in Japanese sentences with local lexical ambiguity in the next section.

Experiment 2

This experiment is designed to examine whether the more precise comprehension and the longer (residual) RT at a costly reanalysis of HSG than (M/)LSG in experiment 1 is also observed for Japanese sentences with local lexical ambiguity.

Method

Participants. Sixty-six students of Mejiro University participated in the study for payment. They are Japanese native speakers. Their mean WIS by the Japanese Reading Span Test was 10.91 (SD=6.28). They were divided into three groups by the same way with Experiment 1, namely, nine as HSG, forty-four as MSG and thirteen as LSG.

Stimuli. Two types of Japanese sentences including a homonym in hiragana that is ambiguous between nominal and verbal interpretations were examined as experimental sentences. A sentence in which a homonym is interpreted as noun is an ‘N-sentence’, and a sentence with verbal interpretation is a ‘V-sentence’. An example for each type is shown below.

4 The subject of a relative clause in LB is primarily interpreted as the person in P1. However, since a Japanese subject referring to the speaker can be always phonetically null, the subject of a relative clause in LB can be the speaker secondarily. When the subject of P3 is required to be specified at P4, the person in P1 will be most easily accessed as the candidate for the subject since it was processed just now and is still activated (Most Recent Filler Strategy (Frazier, Clifton, & Randall, 1983) and Active Filler Strategy (Frazier & d’Arcais, 1989)). Pritchett (1992) points out that a local ambiguity can cause garden-path effect but a global ambiguity does not. Therefore, this global ambiguity in LB should not be the reason for the great processing cost in this sentence.

Hirose (2003) experimentally demonstrates that two successive accented phrases construct a prosodic major phrase in Japanese, and that the boundaries of this major phrase can ease or hinder reanalysis in Japanese relative clause structures. A reanalysis in which a syntactic clause boundary coincides with the prosodic major phrase boundary is preferred to one where it does not. In our control and experimental sentences, all P1s are accented. As for P2, five in Control, three in EB and eight in LB are accented. Control thus should be neutral for the effect of major prosodic boundaries. In the three sentences of EB where P1 and P2 are accented, the reanalysis at P4 should be hindered. In LB, on the other hand, the reanalyses should be facilitated in the eight sentences where major prosodic boundaries are placed between P2 and P3. Our results thus indicate that the reanalysis in LB is more costly than in EB even when prosodic major phrases are utilized in the reanalyses.
Each experimental sentence was divided into seven regions and an end-point. The two types of sentences are identical from R1 to R5 to closely examine the processing of a homonym and its effect on the following interpretation possibly involving reanalysis. An R1 is a human NP nominatively marked by ga. An R2 is an NP marked accusatively by o or dative by ni. An R3 is a phrase in hiragana including a homonym that can be interpreted as a noun or a verb taking the R1 and R2 as its arguments. In Japanese orthography, the ambiguity of Region 3 can be avoided by Chinese characters. In (9), for example, the nominal interpretation of kaeru can be exclusively represented by Chinese character ‘蛙’ (frog) and the verbal by ‘帰る’ (get back home). An R4 and an R5 are adverbs or adjectives modifying R6 or/and R7. The R4 and R5 are intended to be a delay to establish the interpretation of R3. These two regions correspond to about the dangers in (6). An R7 includes the main verb and finally disambiguates the interpretation of R3. The stimulus sentences were written in the standard Japanese orthography except for R3. One N- and one V-sentence were made from one homonymous phrase, and two experimental scripts were written so that five of each type of sentence were included in the main session as fillers. Twenty of them were simple sentences, and the other twenty were complex sentences.

Procedure. The experiment was conducted on a Power Macintosh G4 running PsyScope (Cohen, MacWhinney, Flatt, & Provost, 1993) with a Button Box. Sentences were presented on a computer screen by the region-by-region, self-paced, non-cumulative, moving-window reading paradigm. The characters initially appeared as dots, and participants pressed the rightmost button of the Button Box to reveal each subsequent region of the sentence and cause all the regions to revert to dots. In the same way with Experiment 1, a Yes/No question followed each sentence, and two kinds of audio response for correct or incorrect answers were given to the participants as feedback. The participants of three WIS groups were assigned randomly to the two experimental scripts, and the order of the presentation of stimulus sentences was randomized for each participant. The practice session included five trials. The experiment took the participants approximately twenty-five minutes.

Predictions

It is widely known that when a word is recognized, all the semantic contents of it are activated (Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Seidenberg, 1979; Seidenberg, Tanenhaus, Leiman, & Biorkowski, 1982). When R3 is encountered, therefore, two interpretations corresponding to its nominal and verbal meanings must be examined. If the syntactic dependency constraint discussed in Experiment 1 is imposed to the interpretation of R3, this region will be disambiguated as a verb to construct a clause structure with R1 and R2 as its arguments. This clause structure is maintained in V-sentence, but it must be revised at R7 in N-sentence. In this reanalysis, the nominal interpretation abandoned four regions before must be reactivated in addition to the structural recomputation canceling the dependency between R1, R2 and R3. The reanalysis cost in N-sentence is thus predicted to be quite noticeable. The error rates in questions will be higher for N-sentences than V-sentences. Further, if the response pattern in Experiment 1 is replicated in sentences with local lexical ambiguity, the mean error rate of HSG for N-sentences will be lower than those of M/LSG, and the mean residual RT of HSG at R7 will be longer than those of the other two groups.

San is one of the honorific titles in Japanese, which can be used for males and females. Here we gloss it as “Mr.” for simplicity.

The argument structures of the two types of sentence are quite different from each other because this structure varies depending on the presence or the absence of a verb. The regions from R1 to R5 are required to be identical in order to examine the processing and the effect of homonyms. Because of these limitations, it was impossible to make semantically and pragmatically natural experimental sentences with the numbers of phrases in them being the same. The numbers of characters and morae are controlled for R6 and R7 between N- and V-sentences. For the details of experimental sentences, consult Appendix B.
Table 1

Experiment 2: Mean Statistics of Lexical Properties of Homonyms and t-values by Paired Means Comparison (SD)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Naturalness of writing in hiragana scaling from 1 (unnatural) to 5 (natural)</th>
<th>Familiarity scaling from 1 (very unfamiliar) to 7 (very familiar)</th>
<th>Frequency in Asahi Newspaper from 1984 to 2001</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Noun interpretation</td>
<td>3.33 (28)</td>
<td>6.12 (.46)</td>
<td>7247 (9280)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verb interpretation</td>
<td>3.22 (26)</td>
<td>6.15 (.24)</td>
<td>2896 (48062)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>t-value</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>-.125</td>
<td>.815</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Results

Error Rate in Questions. The mean error rates for two sentence types and three WIS groups are given in Fig. 3.7 A 2 × 3 ANOVA for arcsine-transformed values of error rates with sentence type, WIS group and region as independent variables was carried out. The main effect of sentence type was significant \( F(1, 63) = 97.18, MSe = .046, p < .0001; F_2(1, 54) = 43.91, MSe = .107, p < .0001 \). The main effect of WIS group was also significant \( F_1(2, 63) = 6.03, p = .004; F_2(2, 54) = 3.59, p = .035 \). The HSD test indicates that the values of HSG are significantly smaller than that of LSG, and the difference between HSG and MSG is marginally significant by LSD test. The interaction of sentence type × WIS group was not significant \( F(5, 1) < 1 \).

Residual Reading Time. The mean residual RTs for two sentence types and three WIS groups at eight regions are represented in Fig. 4. A 3-factor ANOVA for the residual RTs with sentence type, WIS group and region as independent variables was carried out. The mean effect of sentence type was significant \( F_1(1, 1008) = 29.62, MSe = 99109, p < .0001; F_2(1, 432) = 30.93, MSe = 67253, p < .0001 \). The main effect of region was significant \( F_1(7, 1008) = 10.66, p < .0001; F_2(7, 432) = 11.15, p < .0001 \). The interaction of sentence type × region was also significant \( F_1(7, 1008) = 8.93, p < .0001; F_2(12, 432) = 9.24, p < .0001 \). The mean residual RTs of N-sentence are significantly longer than those of V-sentence from R6 to R8. The interaction of sentence type × WIS group was significant at R7.

Discussion

The mean residual RTs for N-sentence are significantly longer than those for V-sentence from R6 to R8. These strongly suggest that a reanalysis is performed for N-sentence at R7 and thus the verbal interpretation of R3 is established by the input of R6 at latest.8 The significantly higher error rate for N-sentences than V-sentences is understood as the consequence of costly reanalysis in the former. This response pattern suggests that the syntactic dependency constraint for a predicate and its argument(s) is imposed to the interpretation of R3.

The mean error rate in questions of HSG is significantly lower than that of LSG as predicted, and the difference between HSG and MSG was marginally significant. This suggests the reliable ability of HSG for accurate comprehension. The mean residual RT of HSG for N-sentences at R7 is significantly longer than that of MSG and is marginally significantly longer than that of LSG. We can thus conclude that the response pattern of HSG in Experiment 1, namely, the higher accuracy and longer RT than M/LSG, is replicated in this experiment.

*Because of the difference of thematic structure between N- and V-sentences noted in footnote 6, the questions in experiment 2 are made to require true-false judgments on their propositional content. Therefore, chance level for the error rate is not exactly.5.

*The longer residual RT for N-sentence than V-sentence at R6 suggests that a reanalysis is beginning at this region. This would be because the nominal interpretation of R3 is semantically paired with the expression in R7 in some sentences. For example, osu (male/push) in R3 of Example 3 (Appendix B) can be paired with mesu (female) in R6. It is possible that when mesu is processed, the interpretation semantically related to osu as ‘male’ is reactivated to some extent. Also in other sentences, we can recognize semantic relevance between the nominal interpretation of R3 and the expression in R6, namely. kiki (chrysanthemum/hear) and bara (rose) in 2, tsuru (crane/angle) and hakuhooi (swan) in 3, matsu (pine tree/wait) and sakura (cherry) in 5, huku (clothes/breathe out) and keshooohin (cosmetics) in 7 and miizu-ni (water-DAT/seeing not) and shizumete (sinking) in 9. It is plausible that these semantic relevances reactivate the nominal interpretations of R3. We should note, however, that even though the semantic relevance primes the reanalysis, the ambiguity of R3 cannot be resolved before the end of the sentence.
We should also note that the main effect of WIS group was significant in item analysis at R4 and R5 and marginally significant in subject analysis at R5. The HSG spent relatively shorter time for these regions than M/LSG. This means that the post-processing of an ambiguous region is more costly for M/LSG than for HSG. A possible source of this shorter residual RT of HSG is the timing difference in operation of syntactic constraint. That is, HSG may be more quick in utilizing the syntactic dependency constraint than M/LSG in structure building. Then the unpreferred nominal interpretation is discarded rapidly in HSG, and thus this interpretation does not interfere with the preferred verbal interpretation. Hence the relatively lower error rate and the shorter residual RT at R7 of HSG for V-sentence are observed.

General Discussion

Implications to Parsing Model: Monotonicity in Structure Building and Syntactic Constraint

Our experimental results show that clausal interpretation is established immediately when it is possible. This suggests that syntactic dependency constraints is operating before the end of a sentence. Our results further show that cost of reanalysis differs among constructions, and that a reanalysis involving more elements is more costly. This means that the degree of a reanalysis cost can be explained in terms of monotonically incremental principle in structure building and syntactic dependency constraints. Our results thus should be empirical supports for principle-based parsing models in Japanese (e.g., Abney (1987, 1989); Gibson (1991); Crocker (1996); Pritchett (1988, 1992)). Kamide and Mitchell (1999) argue against principle-based parsing on the basis of their experimental results for the attachment preference of a globally ambiguous *ni*-marked NP. They reported that *gakusee-ni* (student-DAT) in (10) is preferred to be interpreted as the dative object of the main verb, *miseta* (showed).

(10) Kyooju-ga gakusee-ni toshokansisho-ga kasita professor-NOM student-DAT librarian-NOM lent
    muzurasii komonjo-o miseta.
    unusual ancient manuscript-ACC showed
    ‘The professor showed the student the unusual ancient manuscript which the librarian had lent.’ (for main verb attachment)
    ‘The professor showed the unusual ancient manuscript which the librarian had lent the student.’ (for subordinate verb attachment)

If the syntactic dependency constraint is strictly applied at *kasita* (lent), *gakusee-ni* will be analyzed as the dative object of this verb. They claim that this attachment preference of *gakusee-ni* to the main verb is a counter-evidence against principle-based parsing. We should note here that the second
Implications to Working Memory Model

Many of preceding psycholinguistic literature emphasize the efficiency of HSG in language comprehension. Our results revealed, however, that HSG spent longer time than LSG in costly reanalysis. We demonstrated that compositional symbolic representation was effective to explain the degree of processing cost. Let us thus assume a mental workspace for symbolic computation. Further, if HSG have a larger workspace than LSG, the different processing strategies of these groups directly follows. That is, in a costly reanalysis, many of the preceding dependencies are cancelled, and the input items must be retained independently for recomputation. The LSG do not have a workspace large enough to retain many unstructured items simultaneously, and thus when a costly reanalysis is required, the recomputation is abandoned. Hence the short RT and high error rate. The HSG, on the other hand, have a large workspace to retain many unstructured items simultaneously and thus can recompute the symbolic representations. This recomputation, however, requires much mental resources corresponding to the many processes for reanalysis. The HSG thus spend long time to attain accurate comprehension.

Just and Carpenter (1992) propose a capacity theory of language processing where language processing and storage share the same working memory resource pool (also, Just et al. (1996); Just and Varma (2002)). On the other hand, Caplan and Waters (1999) postulate two distinct verbal working memory processes, namely, interpretive process and post-interpretive process, where the former is assumed to be unconscious and obligatory and the latter is conscious and controlled (also, Waters and Caplan (1996); Caplan and Waters (2001, 2002)). Caplan and Waters (1999) claim that these two processes utilize distinct working memory resources, and that (Japanese) Reading Span Test reflects the function of post-interpretive process. LB in Experiment 1 and N-sentence in Experiment 2 are GP sentences associated with conscious processing difficulty. The effect of WIS group was significant only for these two types of sentence. For EB, Control and V-sentence, the effect of WIS did not reach significant level. Our experimental results thus suggest that (Japanese) Reading Span Test is more deeply related to costly conscious processes, which accords with Caplan and Waters (1999).

Some Speculations on Limitation of Working Memory

Miyake and Shah (1999) point out some unresolved theoretical issues on working memory, one of which is functional significance of limited working memory. Many studies on individual differences have demonstrated that individuals with larger working memory capacities are almost always better off than those with smaller capacities in performing various cognitive tasks. Then the question is why working memory capacity is strictly limited if a large capacity is preferable and adaptive. In our experiments, HSG interpreted GP sentences more accurately than LSG. It is quite unlikely, however, that we encounter GP sentences in the daily use of language. Our LSG did not get the correct interpretations of GP sentences most of the time, but they read these sentences more quickly than HSG. If our linguistic knowledge and language processing system are organized to be adaptive for daily language use, it may be more efficient to neglect extremely rare constructions in the face of infinite number of sentences in a language in principle. Our results thus may suggest the advantageous aspect of the limitation of working memory in sentence comprehension.
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Appendix A

Experiment 1: Control and Experimental Sentences

The first rows represent the characters presented to participants, the second their pronunciations and the third their glosses. The corresponding English translations are given in quotations.
Control sentences

1. Taro-ga shoogakusei-o ijimeta
   name\textsubscript{m}-NOM primary school child-ACC bullied
   事実に 小学生を 立てた。
   jijitu-ni sobo-ga rippukusita
   fact-DAT grandmother-NOM got angry
   ‘My grandmother got angry at the fact that Taro had bullied a primary school child.’

2. Jiroo-ga Yuujin-o damashita
   name\textsubscript{m}-NOM friend-ACC deceived
   彼が 友人を 騙した。
   Kyo-ga name\textsubscript{f}-NOM
   俊tok convenience
   ‘Kyoko felt sad at the rumor that Jiroo had deceived his friend.’

3. Hanako-ga sweater-ACC anda koto-ni
   name\textsubscript{f}-NOM sweater-ACC knitted fact-DAT
   母が 毛衣を 編んだ。
   hahaoya-ga kanashinda
   mother-NOM felt sad
   ‘Hanako's mother appreciated the fact that Hanako had knitted a sweater.’

4. Yo k-o nikki-o moyashita
   name\textsubscript{f}-NOM diary-ACC burned
   女が 日記を 焼いた。
   sensei-ga awate
   teacher-NOM lost his cool
   ‘Yoko’s teacher lost his cool at the fact that she had drunk off a bottle of whiskey.’

Early boundary sentences

1. Taro-ga zasshi-o shuppanshita
   name\textsubscript{m}-NOM magazine-ACC published
   事実に 杂誌を 出版した。
   henshusha-ni tegami-o okutta
   editor-DAT letter-ACC sent
   ‘Taro sent a letter to the editor who published a magazine.’

2. Jiroo-ga kudamono-o saibaishita
   name\textsubscript{m}-NOM fruit-ACC grew
   事実に 果物を 栽培した。
   nobu-ni name\textsubscript{m}-NOM farmer-ACC paid
   ‘Jiro paid the price to the farmer who had grown the fruit.’
3. ハナコがペンキを塗った職人に感謝した。
   Hanako-ga penki-o nutta shokunin-ni orei-o itta
   'Hanako gave thanks to the craftsman who had painted (something).'

4. よこがおもちゃをこわした男の子に感謝した。
   Yoko-ga omochā-o kowashita otonokonoko-ni shokunin-ni itta
   'Yoko gave thanks to the craftsman who had painted (something).'

キャンディーをあげた。
kyandi-o ageta
candy-ACC
gave

'Yoko gave a candy to a boy who had broken a toy.'

5. ゆうこが焼き肉を食べた親友に感謝した。
   Yoko yakiniku-o tabeta sin'yū-ni gamu-o kashita
gave
   'Yoko gave chewing gum to her close friend who had eaten roast meat.'

6. タロがまぐろを釣った漁師にお茶を出した。
   Taro-ga maguro-o tutta ryōshi-ni ocha-o dashita
   'Taro served tea to the fisherman who had caught a tuna.'

キャンディーを食べた。
kyandi-o atta
candy-ACC
gave

'Yoko gave a candy to a boy who had broken a toy.'

7. 次郎が新車を設計した技師に感謝を言った。
   Jirō sinsha-o sekkeishita gishi-ni oseji-o itta
   compliment-ACC
gave
   'Jirō paid a compliment to the engineer who had designed a new car.'

お金を貸した。
okane-o kashita
money-ACC lent

'Hanako lent some money to her junior who had lost his/her wallet.'

9. よこが母親をなさかした同僚に感謝を送った。
   Yoko-hahaoya-o nakushita dooryoo-ni omiai-o okutta
   consolation-ACC sent
   'Yoko sent a condolence card to a colleague who had lost his/her mother.'

Late boundary sentences

1. 太郎が電池を売ったラジオに無くつけて。
   Taro-ga denchi-o utta rajo-ni omake-de tsuketa
giveaway as
   'Taro attached a battery as a giveaway to the radio which he sold.'

2. 次郎が大金を盗んだタンスの中に秘密にかくし込んだ。
   Jirō-ga taikin-o nusunda tansu-ni kossori kashita
   secretly hid
   'Jirō hid much money secretly in the chest of drawers he had stolen.'

3. ハナコがコーヒーをあたためたカップにたっぷりとそそいだ。
   Hanako-ga kōhī-o atatameta kappu-ni tappurito sosoida
   plentifully poured
   'Hanako poured coffee plentifully into the cup she had warmed up.'

4. よこがソーセージをゆでたスパゲティーにたっぷりと加えた。
   Yoko-sooseiji-o yudeta supagetti-ni subayaku kuwaeta
   quickly added
   'Yoko added sausage to the spaghetti she had boiled.'

5. 次郎が食器を買ったテーブルにきれいにかざった。
   Jirō-shokki-o katta teeburu-ni kireini kazatta
   nicely decorated
   'Yoko nicely decorated the table she had bought with tableware.'
6. Taro- ga  
name N  
テレビを  
terebi-o  
修理した  
shuurishita  
自転車に 静かに のせた。  
jitensha-ni  
shizukani noseta  
ローブを 切った 丸太に しっかり  
roopu-o  
kitta  
maruta-ni  
shikkari  
テレビを柔らかに 搬移した。  
terebi-o  
terebi-ni  
shuurishita  
クイックと 背の高い きれいな キュキノセ  
kiku-to  
se-no takai  
kireina  
テレビと 搬移した。  
terebi  
terui  
shuurishita  

Appendix B

Experiment 2: Experimental Sentences

1. 山田さんが  
name N  
小魚を  
sashimi-o  
冷やした  
hiyashita  
お皿に  
osara-ni  
Yamada-san-ga  
kosakana-o  
tsuru-to  
Mr. Yamada-NOM  
kazatta  
bara-de  
Mr. Yamada is using the space over the wall as a kennel for a male and a rather big dogs.

2. 田中さんが  
name N  
駅までの道を  
eki-made-no michi-o  
Mr. Tanaka-NOM  
kireina  
chrysanthemums/hear to the back GEN tall beautiful

3. 山田さんが  
name N  
小魚を  
sashimi-o  
冷やした  
hiyashita  
お皿に  
osara-ni  
Yamada-san-ga  
kizakana-o  
Mr. Yamada-NOM  
kazatta  
bara-de  
Mr. Yamada is using the space over the wall as a kennel for a male and a rather big dogs.

4. 田中さんが  
name N  
駅までの道を  
eki-made-no michi-o  
Mr. Tanaka-NOM  
kireina  
chrysanthemums/hear to the back GEN tall beautiful

5. 美濃さんが  
name N  
ハンカチを  
kette-o  
集めた  
matchbox-DAT  
Yamada-san-ga  
kizakana-o  
Mr. Yamada-NOM  
kazatta  
bara-de  
Mr. Yamada is using the space over the wall as a kennel for a male and a rather big dogs.

6. 次郎が  
name N  
生徒に 切った 丸太に しっかり  
roopu-o  
kitta  
maruta-ni  
shikkari  
Jiro- ga  
roopu-o  
kitta  
Maruta-ni  
shikkari  
撮影を 柔らかに 搬移した。  
roopu-o  
terebi-ni  
shuurishita  
Jiro tightly wound a rope around a log he had cut.
5. うちの社長が タクシーを まつと
うち-no shachoo-ga takushii-o matsu-to
we-GEN president-NOM taxi-ACC pin tree/wait and
大きな立派な
ookii rippana
big fine
(N) 桜の木のそばに
sakura-no ki-no soba-ni
tomete-moratta
tomatoe-ACC ask to stop
‘Our president asked the taxi to park near a pine and a big
fine cherry trees.’
(V) リムジンが やってくる.
limujin-ga yatte-くる.
big fine limousine come
‘When our president waits for a taxi, a big fine limousine
comes.’
6. 外国から 来た国際旅行客が
Gaikoku-no kankookyaku-ga
foreign country-gen tourists-NOM come
to 日本に
nihon-ni Japan-DAT
北から 来た
kita-kara kita-ni came north from
all the way
遠い
tooi
far
‘Foreign tourists can be seen in Japan everywhere from north
to far Okinawa.’
(V) 観光地が にぎわった.
kankoochi-ga nigiwatta
tourist spot-GEN crowded with
‘Since foreign tourists came to Japan, very far tourist spots
are abounding in tourists.’
7. 田中さんが 新しいフルートを
Tanaka-san-ga atarashii huruito-o
Mr. Tanaka-NOM new flute-ACC
買った.
katta
bought
‘Mr. Tanaka bought a new flute in stead of clothes and brand
new cosmetics.’
(V) ステレオより 良い音がする.
sutereoo-yori yoi oto-ga suru
stereo more sound good
‘When Mr. Tanaka plays the new flute, it sounds better than
a brand new expensive stereo.’